
ABOUT SOURCE

SOURCE 'JUNGLE' SOLDIER SYSTEM

SOURCE is Israel’s largest tactical gear 
manufacturer and exporter, a worldwide 
innovation leader in design and technology for 
30 years. For more than 30 years, SOURCE 
supplies IDF and OTHER hundreds armed forces 
organizations - in dozens of countries.

Based on  SOURCE’s British Army’s Virtus Soldier 
System is a state of the art load carry and ballistic 
protection system designed specifically to optimize 
the performance and effectivity of warriors in 
tropical and hot climates. The system’s modular 
structure allows for a wide array of configurations, 
assembled by the user, for optimal adaptation 
to the mission. Light weight, water proofing, 
maximum ventilation, hydration options and 
improved design to reduce load burden, are some 
of the key factors making SOURCE infantry jungle 
system – the best gear you can have.

SOURCE ‘JUNGLE’ SOLDIER SYSTEM



WAR BELT 
Padded War Belt designed to carry basic equipment pouches 
while distributing load evenly, with MOLLE webbings and 
detachable Yoke, can be used stand alone or connected to 
Source’s Dynamic External Skeleton Spine Bar (DWD).

Y YOKE
Adjustable minimalistic Yoke connected to the War Belt at 3 
points – to allow load distribution of the war belt weight (with 
equipment) between waist/hips and shoulders 

JUNGLE YOKE
Connected to the War Belt at 4 points, with meshed MOLLE 
and Source zip-on system at the back – compatible to the 
3L hydration zip-on pack, 20L assault pack and 5L cargo 
extension pouches.

JUNGLE TACTICAL VEST
Light weight, 3d mesh based jungle tactical vest with M.O.L.L.E 
pouch attachment system, Source zip-on system at the back 
and front vertical chest release. zipper for quick don and doff. 
The jungle tactical vest can be worn stand alone or attached 
to the war belt

JUNGLE PLATE CARRIER
Light weight, rigid M.O.L.L.E Plate Carrier with patented 
SOURCE Quick Release mechanism and Rails side buckle. 
The plate carrier is designed to be used in tropical, humid 
environment minimizing heat and load burden. The JUNGLE 
PLATE CARRIER can be worn stand alone or with the war belt 
and dynamic weight distribution (DWD) system.

HARD BALLISTIC PLATES
25x30 ESAPI Level III PLUS, Multi Curve, 
Multi Shots (Six) ballistic hard plates to stop AK47 and M16 
hard core bullets.

VARIOUS TACTICAL POUCHES
Large variety of optional tactical MOLLE pouches to fit all 
system components

DYNAMIC WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION (DWD) SYSTEM 
The DWD exoskeleton spine  reduces the burden of the load 
by 30%, protects the user’s back and reduces back and skeleton 
pain and injuries dramatically. The DWD spine (usable with 
vest and packs) allows easy and on-the-move transfer of 
weight from shoulder to hips gradually according to mission 
and operational needs.

SOURCE ‘JUNGLE’ SOLDIER SYSTEM COMPONENTS



3L ZIP-ON HYDRATION POUCH
With SOURCE quick, zip-on  System to connect to Jungle 
Yoke, Tactical Vest, 40L and 90L backpacks.

WXP HYDRATION BLADDER 
Low profile 3L SOURCE Widepac WXP bladder. Best 
bladder in the market, first choice of dozens of armies 
world wide. WXP requires zero maintenance, keeping 
water bacteria free and natural taste and smell.. thanks  to 
Source’s  GlassLikeTM and GrungeGuardTM Technologies. 

5L CARGO EXTENSION POUCHES 
The extention pouches are attachable with Source's zip-
on system to the system's Tactical Vest, Jungle Yoke, 40L 
and 90L backpacks - to allow extra storage expansion.

20L ZIP-ON ASSAULT BAG  
Tactical assault pack with insulated internal hydration 
compartment. Can be used stand alone or – with shoulder-
straps stowed – connected with Source zip-on System to 
Jungle Yoke, Tactical Vest, 40L and 90L backpacks. 

40L BACKPACK
Multi-compartment daysack designed to be used with 
the DWD external skeleton and Warbelt. Smart features 
and comfortable wear thanks to padded back, ergonomic 
aerospace aluminum frame, expandable 10L storage 
space, compression straps and more.

90L BACKPACK 
Multiday pack carried stand alone or with DWD and War 
Belt. Features MOLLE webbing, expandable 10L storage 
space, spacious top flap pocket. Comfortable to carry 
with its own removable, contoured boomerang hip belt, 
or (when hip belt is detached) attached to DWD/War Belt 
depending on the mission.
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WAR BELT + POUCHES
JUNGLE YOKE

WAR BELT + POUCHES
JUNGLE YOKE
3L ZIP-ON HYDRATION POUCH

TACTICAL VEST + POUCHES

90L BACKPACK WORN STAND 
ALONE WITH ORIGINAL HIP BELT

JUNGLE TACTICAL VEST

WAR BELT + POUCHES
Y YOKE

WAR BELT + POUCHES 
JUNGLE YOKE
20L ZIP-ON ASSAULT BAG

WAR BELT 
Y YOKE
TACTICAL VEST + HARD 
BALLISTIC PLATES
DWD

WAR BELT + POUCHES
Y YOKE
TACTICAL VEST
DWD
40L BACKPACK

WAR BELT + POUCHES
Y YOKE
DWD
90L BACKPACK WORN WITH DWD 
AND WAR BELT

SOURCE ‘JUNGLE’ SOLDIER SYSTEM - CONFIGURATIONS


